YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS OUT ON THIS OPPORTUNITY!

ALIANCE + LEICESTER

Please ensure you are signed up to the Alliance + Leicester...

...before it's too late!

The Alliance + Leicester Building Society's Friendly

ACCOUNT FOR THAT!

HOW DO WE...

FULL BANKING FACILITIES

HIGH INTEREST AND

...work in your favour?

To find out more...

Contact us today.

01234 567890

www.allianceandleicester.co.uk
Computercraft is a successful workers co-operative founded in 1979 combining a thorough and professional approach with a socialist perspective on the uses and abuses of new technology.

The range of services that we offer includes consultancy on all issues surrounding the introduction of computers, training and support for a range of software packages, and systems design and programming.

We have around a hundred clients in the voluntary sector and labour movement including: National campaigns and charities, law centres and advice agencies, co-operative development agencies, local authorities, trade union support units.

For more information write or phone:
Computercraft Ltd, 272-278 Pentonville Rd, Kings Cross, London N1 9JY.
Tel 01-833 9143
20TH BIRTHDAY CONCERT
Sunday 24 January 1988
Royal Festival Hall

Part I: 3.00pm

STRAVINSKY  Agon
MESSIAEN  Bryce Canyon
BIRTWISTLE  New York (world première)

INTERVAL

HOLT  Ballad of the Black Sorrow
       (world premier)
WEBERN  Five Pieces for Orchestra Op 10
HENZE  Cinque piccoli concerti e ritornelli
       from 'The English Cat' (world première)

INTERVAL

WEILL  The Seven Deadly Sins (staged)

DINNER INTERVAL

Part II: 7.30pm

RAVEL  L'Heure Espagnole (staged)

INTERVAL

STRAVINSKY  Ebony concerto
BERNSTEIN  Prelude, Fuge and Riffs
WHITEMAN  Arrangements

CONDUCTORS:  David Atherton
               Simon Rattle
               Harrison Birtwistle

SOLOISTS:  Elise Ross (soprano)
           Ann Murray (mezzo soprano)
           Francis Egerton (tenor)
           Neil Jenkins (tenor)
           Philip Langridge (tenor)
           Nigel Robson (tenor)
           Nicholas Folwell (baritone)
           Stephen Roberts (baritone)
           Terry Edwards (bass)
           Peter Rose (bass)
           Paul Crossley (piano)
           Wayne Marshall (piano)
           Michael Collins (clarinet)
           Michael Thompson (horn)
           James Holland (xylorimba)
           David Johnson (glockenspiel)

LONDON SINFONIETTA VOICES
Director: Terry Edwards

THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS directed by Christopher Alden,
and designed by Paul Steinberg.

L'HEURE ESPAGNOLE directed by Michael Rennison
and designed by Mark Wheeler.

TICKETS
Part I only: £10 £8 £6 £4 £2
Part II only: £15 £12 £9 £6 £3

SAVE 20% - BUY A TICKET (PARTS I AND II): £30 £26 £22 £18 £14 Plus £1 discount voucher for the new
London Sinfonietta/Simon Rattle Jazz Album!

Available from RPH Box Office from 2 December Tel. 928 3191 or 928 8800.
50% reduction for Friends of the London Sinfonietta (phone 01-549 5747 for details.)

INTERVAL SLIDER £5.50
Bookable only through the Box Office (by 12 noon on 21 January)

Leader giving full details available at South Bank and from London Sinfonietta (01-549 5747).
BRITAIN'S ULTIMATE DANCE STAR

MICHAEL CLARK

& COMPANY

16 DEC - 2 JAN

NEW CHRISTMAS SHOW

Sadler's Wells Theatre
Box Office 01-278 8916 (5 lines)
FIRST CALL 01-240 7200 OPEN 24HRS 7 DAYS with BKG FEE
There was a time when none of these were on offer to people with a job, never mind those without. Unions like the T&G changed that.

Now many working people take them almost for granted. And surely that's how it should be.

Now the T&G tries to improve what rights our members already have. We also try to ensure that they are available to all full-time and part-time staff.

We don't just deal with the nitty-gritty of pay and the defence of jobs. The quality of life of our members is a wider concern.

Someone has to put the case for leisure and holidays. These are essential if you want to enjoy your job; getting the most out of it. Who else will advise you of your entitlement to benefit, and inform employers on your statutory rights?

Recently we've negotiated agreements with employers to allow screening for cervical and breast cancer. It's no exaggeration to say we actually helped save lives.

If all this sounds surprising, then surprise yourself with some of the publications we produce to keep members up-to-date with their rights.

'A Woman's Place is in her Union', 'Maternity Rights at Work', 'Claiming Equal Pay', 'Combating Sexual Harassment', 'Part-Time Working', 'Fight Against Breast and Cervical Cancer', write to J. Mowatt, Women's Advisory Committee, TGWU, 1 Crescent, Salford, M5 4PR. Send here too for more details on specific events we organise for women members.

Wally Nugent, Regional Chairman     Bob Owens, Regional Secretary
REGION 6 TRANSPORT AND GENERAL WORKERS UNION
VINCEREMOS WINES AND SPIRITS

Wines from Zimbabwe
The Superb Flame Lily range of Dry White, Medium White and Red wines now on sale for the first time in the UK. The red wine has been aged in oak barrels to enhance the flavour; the whites are elegant and fresh.
Single or mixed case £33.00

Marxism Today Case
With MT's own label, two delicious white wines from Montlouis in the Loire: Domaine des Sablons Demi-Sec, a medium dry fruity honeyed wine and Domaine des Sablons Sec, bone dry, clean and punchy. £39.95

Vinceremos Special Offer Case
6 bottles Vinceremos Cotes Du Rhone 1986, a robust, fruity southern French red, organically made; 6 bottles Chateau Gaillard 1983/4, Loire valley red with lots of flavour; one of the regions more full-bodied reds. £41.95

French Organic Taster Case
Twelve different organically produced wines – free from chemical sprays, weedkillers and additives. Case includes 5 whites, 5 reds, a rosé and a sparkling Saumur – wines from the Loire, Bordeaux and Rhone. Superb quality, a chance to taste a wide range. £47.95

Nicaraguan Rum
Flor De Cana, probably the best rums in the world. Available in White Extra Dry, 4 year old, Gold 5 year old and Dark 4 year old. Mixed cases available. These rums can be used as a cocktail base or drunk neat. £118.20

Full Mail Order catalogue available on request – includes Algerian, Australian, Indian and Soviet wines and spirits. Bars, tastings, functions catered for.
Delivery: £5.75 per order

To order: Send details of the cases you require, your name, address and telephone number, a cheque for the full amount (including £5.75 per order for delivery) to:

Vinceremos Ltd, Beechwood Centre, Elmete Lane, Leeds LS8 2LQ

Please include a note telling us where to leave your order if you are not at home.

VINCIEREMOS IS A WORKERS CO-OPERATIVE
ADVENTURE IN ALGERIA!

This specialist tour is designed to combine an introduction to Algerian socialist developments (which give the country its unique standing in the Islamic world) with a study and sightseeing trip. The holiday starts in the Mediterranean coastal region west of Algiers where we will meet officials and cultural specialists. This part of the tour will also include a visit to Cherchell and the Roman city of Tipasa, en route to Oran and the great Islamic centre of Tlemcen, the sister city of Fez and the place of refuge of the Moors driven from Medieval Spain. From Tlemcen, we will travel southwards across the Algerian Atlas and the region of the “chotts” (the famous salt lakes) to the gates of the desert at Laghouat, then deep into the Sahara to the oasis city of Ghadames. This extraordinary place embraces five cities of mud dried brick and stone, one of them only partly open to visitors, which was founded by nomads from the Sudan in the 13th Century. A subterranean river surfaces to irrigate a huge oasis of date palms before disappearing back into the sands. The substantial, dense population and culture of this Mzab region is virtually isolated in mid-Sahara. The interesting plastic quality of Ghadames architecture was a major source of inspiration for the young Le Corbusier.

Flights are by Air Algérie and the tour is organised in association with the National Ministry of Youth and Sports of Algeria.

The 10-day tour departs 26 March 1988 and is fully inclusive of a wide range of accommodation along the route, with twin-bedded rooms and all meals. Travel by all-conditioned coach. The itinerary and the services of an Algerian guide/interpreter.

Price: £250

There are still a few seats left for our Cuba Holiday (23rd December to 8th January). Price £389 incl.

☐ I enclose £100 deposit for the Cuban Holiday. Please reserve a seat.
☐ Please send me an itinerary for the Cuba holiday.
☐ I enclose £100 deposit for the Algerian Holiday. Please reserve a seat.

Make cheques or postal orders payable to Marxism Today

Marxism Today's "Modern Adventures" in association with Progressive Tours.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Visa/Access
A Marxism Today Subscription is the perfect Christmas present, full to bursting point with comfort and joy.

The comfort of a guaranteed monthly stocking full of analysis, debate and commentary from the magazine that puts politics in motion.

The comfort of saving £1.80 on the annual newsstand price of Marxism Today.

The comfort of our convenient and efficient subscription service delivering the magazine BEFORE it’s available in the shops.

Fill me with comfort and joy.
Send me 12 months of Marxism Today and a set of Nicaraguan Greetings Cards.

If you are kind enough to order a gift subscription for a friend, we’ll give you a set of cards, too. After all your generosity deserves to be rewarded.

For Me

Name:
Address:

For a Friend

Friend’s name:
Friend’s address:

Please fill a friend of mine with comfort and joy, send them 12 months of Marxism Today and a set of Nicaraguan Greetings Cards. Enclosing the following message ...

And reward my generosity by sending me a free set of cards, too.

Name:
Address:

Please send a cheque/PO for £11.40 (UK) / £20 (Overseas), for each subscription.

On Please debit my Access/Visa Card (delete as appropriate) No:

Signed:

Return (to stamp needed) to: Marxism Today Subscriptions, FREEPOST, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1PW.

The Joy?
FREE with every subscription a set of six greetings cards based on original Nicaraguan designs - and worth a full £2.
The unique voice of the democratic left, worldwide

**Socialist Affairs** is the only magazine where you'll find:
- Important articles on disarmament, the world economic crisis, Central America, Southern Africa; and new insights into the destruction of the environment, the role of women, new technologies, arms conversion
- The voices of leading socialists — Willy Brandt, Felipe Gonzalez, Gro Harlem Brundtland, Bruno Kreisky, David Lange, Michael Manley, Carlos Andres Perez
- And of course detailed reports of the activities of the Socialist International, the world's largest political international, with more than seventy member parties.

For only £12.00 annually, **Socialist Affairs** provides, four times a year, 80 pages of news, comment, analysis and information. So subscribe now: Socialist Affairs, Maritime House, Old Town, Clapham, London SW4 OJW

For many years I have enjoyed reading **Socialist Affairs**. Covering the progress of democratic socialist and labour parties like ours, it keeps me in touch with events which are not usually covered in the media or, if they are, in a distorted fashion. **Michael Foot**

Honorary president of the Socialist International
MOSQUITO BIKES
North London's Premier Cycle Shop

We are fast gaining the reputation for being one of the best stocked ATB shops around... And with good reason. We don't just stock best-sellers like the Street Stomper and the Courier, but also Saracen, Cannondale and Fisher.

We will match any genuine price of any shop in the London area, provided they have the like in stock.

Coming soon our pre-Christmas bonanza. Phone for details of an offer unique to a cycle shop.

Bikes From £142-£700

Workers Co-operative
Mail order 01-249 7915 Answerphone
10 Bradbury St, London N16 8JN
Remember the days when financial planning was only for the few . . .

It wasn't so long ago. But now financial planning is necessary for everyone.

For those planning the trip of a lifetime or just the weekly bills after retirement.

Our expert advice is given by people who are used to dealing with people who want to invest sensitively and ethically.

Phone us now, for free advice, and without obligation.
POLL TAX
How it will hit you
1381
A poll tax sparked off the biggest upsurge against tyranny Britain had ever seen...

1988
Another poll tax, a different story?

Contact the Communist Party right away.
CPGB, 16 St John Street, London EC1M 4AY (Tel 01-251 4406)
☐ "Poll Tax - How it Will hit you" 80p & 13p postage
  (Cheque payable to CPGB).
☐ Please send me more information about the Communist Party.
☐ I wish to join the Communist Party.

Name

Address

Postcode

Phone
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CONSUMER CHOICE

Crackers

Collets
International Shop
For the widest range of books, journals, records, posters, badges and T-shirts from and about the USSR and Eastern Europe.
129-131 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H 0EQ.
Telephone: 01 734 0782 / 3

COFFEE SHOP

FIRST OUT

THE WEST END'S FIRST
LESBIAN & GAY
COFFEE SHOP
11AM - MIDNIGHT
SIX DAYS A WEEK
COFFEE & CAKES
SALADS & SANDWICHES
LUNCHES
FULL EVENING MEALS
& LATE NIGHT SNACKS
LICENCED FOR THE SALE OF
WINE & BEER
52 ST. GILES HIGH STREET
LONDON WC2
TEL. (01) 240 8042
* TO TOTTENHAM COURT RD.

DOUBLE CASSETTE

APRIL IN MANAGUA
The Central American Peace Concert

featuring live in Nicaragua

Luis Enrique Mejia Godoy
Chico Barriere
Daniel Viglietti
Silvio Rodriguez
Mercedes Sosa
+ many more

£ 7.50 incl p&p

Access/Visa - telephone 01-833-2100
same day despatch

Or by post from: LMS, Owen House,
Owen Street, London EC1V 4NL
(Cheques/PO's payable to LMS)

THE DUKE of Wellington
110 Balls Pond Road, London N1 01-349 3719

- REAL COAL FIRE
- THEATRE
- JAZZ
- LIVE MUSIC in the BAR Tuesday & Wednesday evenings & Sunday lunchtime
- HOT FOOD (meat & vegetarian)
- WOMEN'S VARIETY ARTISTES in the theatre every Thursday
- OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT except Sunday
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Dramatic Productions in association with The Drill Hall Arts Centre presents

**CINDERELLA**

**THE REAL TRUE STORY**

The Real True Story

By Cheryl Moch

Music by Holly Gewandter

From an original idea by Holly Gewandter & Cheryl Moch

Directed by Nora Sheppard

Designed by Amanda Fisk

Lighting Design by Kate Owen

**HALF MOON**

"Deliriously funny and deadly serious" The Times

**THE GO-GO BOYS**

present

PRIVATE MEMBERS

at the

HALF MOON THEATRE

213 Mile End Road E1 (Stepney Green Tube 50 yards)
Box Office 790 4000

29th November – 19th December 8pm

Written and Directed by Bob Mason

“A Marvellous Romp”

HALF MOON THEATRE

213 Mile End Road E1 (Stepney Green Tube 50 yards)
Box Office 790 4000

From 24th November 2pm (Tues & Thurs 10am)

“Exotic delicacies to please everyone”

Today

“You certainly don’t have to be an opera buff to enjoy the dazzling work of ten of the world’s great film-makers”

London Evening News

“Sumptuous”

Daily Mail

**ARIA**

Produced by Dan ROYD

Directed by Robert ALTMAN: Bower BERESFORD: BARRY ADE: Jean-Luc GODARD: Derek JARMAN

Francis ROYDAM: Nicolas ROEG: Ken RUSSELL: Charles STURHANDE: Julien TEMPLE

Music composed by Gustave CHARPENTIER: Isaac KOBEGOLD: Ruggiero LEON-CAPALLO

Jean Baptiste LELLY: Guemoro PUGUINI: Jean Philippe RAMER: Guimere VERDI: Richard WAGNER

Original soundtrack available on R 2 The Wind Career

NOW SHOWING

Lumière ST MARTINS LANE WC2

379 3014 & 836 0691

Programme times: 1.45 3.05 3.25 3.45 4.10

FROM DEC 11 RENOIR BRUNSWICK SQ WC1

ODON HIGH STREET KENSINGTON

From Dec 17 Arriva Film THEATRE Near Westi: Pyramide Film THEATRE NEWCASTLE

From Dec 2 Arts Cinema CAMBRIDGE: Brighten BRIGHTON from Dec 2: Film THEATRE GLASGOW

From Dec 8 Phoenix LEICESTER From Dec 11 Cornerhouse MANCHESTER

PLUS in selected venues throughout January

**MASS CARIB**

A Caribbean Celebration

The Albany Empire & The South Bank Centre Present

**THE ALBANY EMPIRE**

PURCELL ROOM

01 691 3333

3rd – 23rd December

01 928 3191

5th – 10th January
THE THRILLER OF THE YEAR

KINGS ROAD ENTERTAINMENT PRESENT A JIM McBRIDE FILM

IT'S EASY TO MAKE A KILLING IN NEW ORLEANS

Starring
DENNIS QUAI
ELLEN BARKIN
NED BEATTY

Written by DAVID PERIE, JR.
Produced by STEPHEN HEINMANN
Directed by JIM McBRIDE
Distributed by RECORDING RELEASING

KINGS ROAD

ALL OVER SCOTLAND FROM FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20th.

HILARIOUS

SUNDAY EXPRESS
"Raucous, Haphazard, Anarchic, and very Funny"

SUNDAY TELEGRAPH

Catch the cult film of the year

"Nosher Powell is splendid" Barry Norman
"The most hard hitting and entertaining work The Comic Strip have produced in years" NME
"Nosher Powell turns in one of the funniest performances this year... Not to be missed" OUT
"A film for anyone who has ever wanted to KILL  a.) All D.H.S.S. counter staff b.) Rich Scum c.) A herd of Alternative Comedians."

"Bursting with energy" THE STANDARD

EAT THE RICH

The perfect revolutionary gift.
A sumptuous book with over 400 illustrations, covering the life and work of Diego Rivera, set against a background of Mexico's turbulent history.

The Hayward Gallery
Exhibition Catalogue
£2.50 plus £3.00 despatch

Post your order, including payment, to South Bank Centre Publications (Manism Today)
Royal Festival Hall, London SE1 8XX
Tel: 01-921 0892/4
NB: Available at a special exhibition price at the Gallery
For love, lust or laid-back companionship. To those according to their need. 50p per word. All entries run for two issues.


- Stimulus (Intellectual and Physical) wanted by Gay Man (40), Vegetarian, Non-smoker in Oxford. His interests are 'The Scene', Arts and Outdoors. Box 105.

- Socialist man, 29, sincere, easy-going, placid, non-sexist, tired of meeting the wrong people, seeks like-minded female. Write to me, a 24, non-macho, discerning yet adventurous streak seeks lovely independent women, 28-31, quiet yet humorous. Box 116.

- Socialist woman, 38, divorced, two children, mature student, offers friendship to unconventional, smoking, drinking, non-vegetarian male, who likes books, films, politics. Photo please, West Midlands. Box 120.

- Active bi-sexual woman, 22, seeks fast-burning heterosexual woman for immediate conversion. Letter, photo, and phone number. Box 121.

- Male, 42, Kent and London area seeks female socialist; likes Dylan, Irish music and history for friendship. Box 122.

- S.Wales Female fifty, warm, caring environmentalist, 55' robust build. Seeks sincere like minded partner. Box 123.

- Male, 28, radical, anti-capitalist green, unconventional life/outlook, wide interests, political/philosophical, but hedonistic, open, friendly, not unattractive. Box 124.

- Gay man, 29, inexperienced, seeks similar young guy. Photo appreciated. Croydon area. Box 125.


- Woman, 43, values her friends and independence but would appreciate sharing, loving comradeship with emotionally and politically mature male, 40-50 (approx). London area preferred. Box 127.

- Lively woman in stagnant social scene (W.Midlands) seeks man with sense of fun and adventure. Why not? Box 128.

- Interested, caring, politically active, male graduate, 41, non-smoker, interests include food, cinema, cycling-seeks warm, attractive independent woman. Photo appreciated. West Midlands/Anywhere within two hours. Box 118.

- Loose-lined male (30) seeks articulate female for joint enjoyment. Manchester area. Box 119.

- Socialist woman, 38, divorced, two children, mature student, offers friendship to unconventional, smoking, drinking, non-vegetarian male, who likes books, films, politics. Photo please, West Midlands. Box 120.

- Active bi-sexual woman, 22, seeks fast-burning heterosexual woman for immediate conversion. Letter, photo, and phone number. Box 121.

- Male, 42, Kent and London area seeks female socialist; likes Dylan, Irish music and history for friendship. Box 122.

- Gay man, 29, inexperienced, seeks similar young guy. Photo appreciated. Croydon area. Box 125.

- Young man 37, socialist males 28-35 for friendship. Ex-parent; ex-wife; 49; graduate; (Staffs). Box 117.

- Divorced man, and physical satisfaction. Lichfield West-German socialist female (24), bisexual female Happily married 31, quiet yet humorous. Box 118.

- Socialist man, 28, radical, anti-capitalist green, unconventional life/outlook, wide interests, political/philosophical, but hedonistic, open, friendly, not unattractive. Box 124.

- Gay man, 29, inexperienced, seeks similar young guy. Photo appreciated. Croydon area. Box 125.


- Woman, 43, values her friends and independence but would appreciate sharing, loving comradeship with emotionally and politically mature male, 40-50 (approx). London area preferred. Box 127.

- Lively woman in stagnant social scene (W.Midlands) seeks man with sense of fun and adventure. Why not? Box 128.

- Interested, caring, politically active, male graduate, 41, non-smoker, interests include food, cinema, cycling-seeks warm, attractive independent woman. Photo appreciated. West Midlands/Anywhere within two hours. Box 118.

- Loose-lined male (30) seeks articulate female for joint enjoyment. Manchester area. Box 119.

- Socialist woman, 38, divorced, two children, mature student, offers friendship to unconventional, smoking, drinking, non-vegetarian male, who likes books, films, politics. Photo please, West Midlands. Box 120.

- Active bi-sexual woman, 22, seeks fast-burning heterosexual woman for immediate conversion. Letter, photo, and phone number. Box 121.

- Male, 42, Kent and London area seeks female socialist; likes Dylan, Irish music and history for friendship. Box 122.

- Gay man, 29, inexperienced, seeks similar young guy. Photo appreciated. Croydon area. Box 125.


- Woman, 43, values her friends and independence but would appreciate sharing, loving comradeship with emotionally and politically mature male, 40-50 (approx). London area preferred. Box 127.

- Lively woman in stagnant social scene (W.Midlands) seeks man with sense of fun and adventure. Why not? Box 128.

- Interested, caring, politically active, male graduate, 41, non-smoker, interests include food, cinema, cycling-seeks warm, attractive independent woman. Photo appreciated. West Midlands/Anywhere within two hours. Box 118.

- Loose-lined male (30) seeks articulate female for joint enjoyment. Manchester area. Box 119.

- Socialist woman, 38, divorced, two children, mature student, offers friendship to unconventional, smoking, drinking, non-vegetarian male, who likes books, films, politics. Photo please, West Midlands. Box 120.

- Active bi-sexual woman, 22, seeks fast-burning heterosexual woman for immediate conversion. Letter, photo, and phone number. Box 121.

- Male, 42, Kent and London area seeks female socialist; likes Dylan, Irish music and history for friendship. Box 122.

- Gay man, 29, inexperienced, seeks similar young guy. Photo appreciated. Croydon area. Box 125.


- Woman, 43, values her friends and independence but would appreciate sharing, loving comradeship with emotionally and politically mature male, 40-50 (approx). London area preferred. Box 127.

- Lively woman in stagnant social scene (W.Midlands) seeks man with sense of fun and adventure. Why not? Box 128.
Curl up with one of ours this Christmas

Liverpool – Gateway of Empire
Tony Lane
As an ex-seaman turned sociologist, Tony Lane makes a lively and original commentator on everyone's favourite city.
Paperback £4.95

Banking on Sickness
Commercial Medicine in Britain and the USA
Ben Griffith, Steve Liddle & Geoff Rayner
"Obviously this is the sort of book that many colleagues will buy only to burn or to hurl through windows." The Lancet
Paperback £5.99

Solidarity Forever
The IWW: An Oral History of the Wobblies
Stewart Bird, Deborah Shaffer & Dan Georgakis
Its special virtue is to capture the catchy, exuberant tone that movement always expressed." Village Voice
Paperback £6.95 (Illustrated)

The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists
Robert Tressell
The classic work of socialist fiction and – at a paperback price – the classic seasonal socialist gift.
Hardback £5.95

LAWRENCE & WISHART
39 Museum St, London WCIA 1LQ, Tel: 01-405 0103

Guan Hwa Company Limited
FREE Chinese Calendar Offers
Take the opportunity to subscribe to:
CHINA FACTORIAL (monthly)
1 yr. £1.10; 2 yrs. £1.80; 3 yrs. £2.50
SHANGHAI FACTORIAL (bi-monthly)
1 yr. £0.90; 2 yrs. £1.50; 3 yrs. £2.00
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS (Illustrated, monthly)
1 yr. £1.00; 2 yrs. £1.40; 3 yrs. £2.00
WOMEN OF CHINA (Illustrated, monthly)
1 yr. £0.50; 2 yrs. £0.80; 3 yrs. £1.00
CHINA SPORTS (Illustrated, monthly)
1 yr. £0.60; 2 yrs. £1.00; 3 yrs. £1.50
BEIJING REVIEW (weekly by airmail)
1 yr. £9.00; 2 yrs. £13.00; 3 yrs. £18.00

Why not give your friend a gift subscription (last for a whole year)?
Subscribe to any one of the above is entitled to receive a FREE Wall Calendar direct from China. Offers valid till 20th Feb. 1988. Please send order with payment before 20th Feb. 1988 to: Guanhwa Co. Ltd.,
7-9 Newport Place, London WC2H 7JR, UK.

We also stock a good choice of fanciful X'mas gift items and artist's materials. Shoppers are welcome!
Open Mon-Sat 10:30am-7:00pm; Sun 11:00am-7:00pm.
Mikhail Gorbachev's speech at international meeting

MIKHAIL GORBACHEV, General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee, made a speech at the meeting of representatives of parties and movements participating in the celebration of the 70th anniversary of the October socialist revolution. The meeting opened in Moscow on November 4.

Esteemed comrades and friends,

My greetings to you again - this time as participants in our meeting, which is unusual from all points of view, and reflects the deep-going changes in the world of today.

When the mighty revolutionary wave receded, Lenin realised earlier than others the whole complexity of the movement to the goals which, as it seemed to many, the October Revolution had brought so much closer. His new economic policy concept shifted his idea of peaceful coexistence (peaceful cohabitation) from the initially purely political, even diplomatic, sphere into the sphere of the epoch's fundamental laws.

**Challenging**

Later, it is true, other notions would gain ascendancy at times, but now we have once and for all overcome the attempts at trifling with history, when, at times, we believed what we wanted to believe rather than what there was.

The specific features in the development of the world that had been accumulating and maturing in the postwar period became clearly visible in the 1980s.

This applies, first of all, to the specific features of the nuclear era, which has pushed to the forefront the problem of humanity's very survival. This also applies to the complication of world-wide economic ties, the greater interdependence of all countries and nations, the world's emergence as an integral whole in a setting of diversity and contradictions - all this being stimulated by the ongoing scientific and technical revolution.

Finally, this applies to the exacerbation of the global problems that are challenging man's biological ability to adapt to the dangers, rates and stresses of modern living.

All this brings out new elements in the idea of peaceful coexistence, requiring that political movements re-examine and reconsider their tasks, and overcome prevailing ideological schemes and stereotypes.

That is not easy to do. No one has any ready-to-use principles. As we set forth our concepts of the new way of thinking, we do not in the least claim a monopoly on the truth: we are engaged in search ourselves, and invite others to engage in search.

When we set forth our concepts of the new way of thinking, we do not want to believe rather than what there was.

For socialism this policy secures a merging of its class interests as a system and the interests of all humanity. And for capitalism, too, there is no other sensible way than coexistence and competition.

**Collective reason**

We will not in the least renounce the genuine values of socialism. On the contrary, we will enrich them, while jettisoning everything that distorted the humanistic content of our system.

We do not expect our class adversary to become "enamoured" of us. We do not need that at all.

For socialism this policy secures a merging of its class interests as a system and the interests of all humanity. And for capitalism, too, there is no other sensible way than coexistence and competition.

Joint action alone can weaken and remove the global danger of an ecological "seizure". The problem has long since become international.

No country is likely to radically solve the energy problem on its own, any more than to develop the riches of the world ocean. Finally, only the collective reason of humankind is a match for the job of going into outer space, and further to the solar and stellar spaces.

As a representative here of the CPSU, I should like to add a few words about that movement to what I said the day before yesterday in my report.

Like much else in the modern world, the Communist movement needs renewal and qualitative changes.

It is especially important at present that it is not only a national, but also by nature an international, force. Humankind is in special need of such a force today.

We ourselves felt strongly how socialism's international impulse was declining in the stagnation period. So perestroika in the Soviet Union became vital from this angle as well.

But parallel activity in the respective countries alone is not enough. There must also be joint action - but, of course, in up-to-date forms.

What is needed, if I may put it so, is a more sophisticated culture of mutual relations among progressive forces.

The "arrogance of omniscience" is akin to fear of not being able to cope with new problems. It speaks of a tenacious habit to reject other points of view out of hand. Here there can be no dialogue, no productive discussion. And worst of all, the cause suffers.

Just as not all propositions of Marx and Engels could be dogmatically extrapolated to the imperialist epoch at the beginning of the century, so too the postulates of the 50s and 60s, let alone the 30s, are of no use in assessing the world today.

A new reading is needed of the theoretical legacy of our predecessors in the name of man's social emancipation - an appreciation deriving from precise analysis of new realities and yielding optimally correct political conclusions.

We invite not only the fraternal parties, democrats, and followers of other currents of political thought and action, all those who cherish the gains of the human spirit, and who want to safeguard and use them for the benefit of coming generations, to co-operate and join in the search.

**Perestroika**

The fact that living socialism is so far trailing behind capitalism in technological development has delayed our understanding of the ongoing processes. The conditions for overcoming this lag are taking shape as perestroika, the revolutionary reorganisation of socialist society, makes headway, as socialist society attains a qualitatively new state. Yet it is this society, the society of tomorrow, that represents the higher type of socialism that will help those who are looking for a social alternative.

You may have noticed that in the report at the festive meeting I spoke of two especially dangerous manifestations of capitalism's objective laws: militarisation and non-equivalent exchange with the developing world. But they are possible only if they are backed by an appropriate governmental policy.

But policy enjoys support so long as fear of the "Soviet threat" continues and so long as people continue to believe that there are "superior" national interests and secondary ones, that there are "subjects" of world politics and in economic affairs and their "objects", that is, the sphere of neocolonialism.

Our perestroika with all its international effects is eliminating fear of a "Soviet threat", with militarism losing its political vindication.

The unacceptable and pernicious waste of resources on armaments is becoming ever more obvious, too, in face of the ecological danger and growing unemployment, which is becoming a problem of an entirely different order than before in view of the new spiral of the technological revolution.

Awesome signals are also being issued by the financial system, which is not coping with the Slapoburden of the arms race, the astronomical state debts, and the hegemonic economic egoism.

On the other hand, the new liberative impulse building up in the Third World - and the Indian representative was right in objecting to this term - at the present stage is fraught with an explosion if the developing countries do not obtain an equal place in the world economy.

Those are the elements of the world process in which a "critical mass" is building up.

It is no longer possible to consider the development of the world in just the context of the struggle of the two opposite social systems. The dialectics of this development is a unity, a contention, a competition and interaction of a multitude of factors, and it is in this interaction of different societies that each of them is put to the test. This does not mean, of course, that there can be any sort of unification or convergence between them.
CLASSIFIED

CAMBRIDGE

De-Industrialization and Foreign Trade
R. E. ROWTHORN and J. R. WELLS
The decline in industrial employment has been source of widespread concern in advanced industrial countries. This book contains a general analytical explanation for de-industrialization in Britain, stressing factors such as the stage of economic development, foreign trade structure and cyclical fluctuations.

433 pp. £40.00 net
0 521 26360 3
Paperback £15.00 net

Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU, England

MARXISM TODAY PRINTS FOR XMAS
A unique limited edition of 30 prints specially commissioned from leading artist and illustrator Clifford Harper for the magazine’s 30th anniversary of publication. Each is hand printed; comes in quality wood frame; and has been individually titled, numbered and signed by the artist. Send cheques for £30 (payable to Marxism Today) to MT30, 16 St. John Street, London EC1M 4AY or phone 0321 269074 to arrange a viewing.

ALUTACONTINUÀ
Study conference organised by the Mozambique Angola Committee
Holding the line! Advancing the struggle!
University of London Union, Malet Street, London WC1.
Saturday 5 December 1987
9.30am-5.30pm
Creche available, book now, ring 01-733 0518

Make it a real tree for Christmas
Help to replace the trees we’ve lost, own a little spot in the country with a tree we will plant for you. With others you will be creating a collectively owned wildwood. Beautiful, legally conveyed, deed of ownership, a fantastic gift for every occasion, especially Christmas. All for just £17.50. Write or phone for details: Dept M, Heritage Conserved Ltd, New Gate Cottage, Llânhead, Y.N., Oswestry, Shropshire, SY10 0ED. Tel 069189 276.

THE ART OF CHRISTMAS PARTIES
MARXISM TODAY'S XMASDO
Upstairs at The George and Dragon, 240 St. John St., London EC1.
(Farringdon/Angel Tube)
Thursday December 17th 7.30-12
Food • D.J.’s • Bar £3/£2
All Welcome

UCATT
SCOTTISH REGIONAL COUNCIL UCATT
Christmas and New Year Greetings
Tom Tosh
CHAIRMAN
Willie McFall
REGIONAL SECRETARY

FOR CAMPAIGN AND PUBLICITY MATERIAL
LITHO DESIGN SCREEN
A2 POSTERS NEWSLETTERS LAPEL STICKERS
POSTERS LEAFLETS CAR STICKERS
BADGES BROCHURES

A WORKERS’ CO-OPERATIVE

For Campaign and Publicity Material
Litho Design
Screen
A2 Posters
Newsletters
Lapel Stickers
Posters
Leaflets
Badges
Brochures

Institute of Education, University of London
Children, Child Abuse, Teachers and the Law
Saturday 5 December, 10.15 am, Conference Room,
Intervention by the Law - What happens when the State, social services operation, intervene within a family. Frances Logan, Solicitor’s Office, DHSS
Saturday 16 January, 10.15am*
The Perspective of a Voluntary Worker - self-help groups. Simone Rea, Founder of Sussex Incest Crisis Line
Monday 25 January, 5.30 pm*
Your Pupils and the Courts - your pupils in the Juvenile Court, criminal and care proceedings; teachers as witnesses, preparing reports. Elizabeth Thompson, Chief Clerk of the Inner London Juvenile Courts
Wednesday 3 February, 5.30 pm*
Tickets: £8 for individual sessions to be paid in advance, £10 at the door. £2 unwaged students and unemployed please enclose SAE, from S Talukdar, Human Rights and Education, Room 303, 58 Gordon Square, London WC1H QNT.

*venue to be announced

TRON THEATRE, TRONCATE GLASGOW 041-552 4267/8